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What  I’m  seeing  take  place  in  front  of  my  eyes  is  so
inspiring. What is going on, people ask. How can you see the
awakening taking place that you talk about when everything
seems to be falling apart and getting worse?

Glad you asked.

The  awakening  is  everywhere.  From  massive  cracks  in  the
dystopian  news  façade  to  profound  alternative  revelations,
it’s here. You just have to look. And you know it in your
heart if your course is on the right track. We are the star
across the bow of deceit that they’ve feared and are fearfully
recoiling from.

Know that.

That they are scrambling so desperately to cover it up is the
greatest testament to this truth.

What Proof Do You Need?
When did humanity, in such a wave as now, ask such profound
questions? When have you heard “Where did the moon came from”,
or “Why do we need a money system, never mind this one?” “Is
this a holographic experience we’re living in?” “What are our
true origins?” Other questions that arise that you won’t hear
about in the mainstream sewage include people waking up and
questioning our entire historical record from ancient history
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and archeology to fundamental religious belief systems.

Don’t kid yourself. The awakening is happening on a massive
scale, and you know it.

The shift is on, however you want to conceive it. It’s dawning
on people profoundly in all walks of life. “Why is this so?
Who said? Is this the only way?” It’s absolutely revolutionary
in  every  sense  of  the  word.  And  the  mainstream  bullshit
doesn’t cut the mustard one bit. Why? Because it’s become
clear  it’s  part  of  the  continued  lie  –  the  pacifying
programmed panacea of a falsely structured reality. People
sense it and are rejecting it and looking for alternatives,
which thankfully are at our fingertips.

“Sleep  on  sleeple  –  it’s  only  a  voice  from  the
wilderness”…says  the  system  megaphone.  Sorry,  we  will  be
bullshat no more.

You can look at it just geopolitically if you want that slice
of the consciousness cake. The mindless Machiavellian marching
drum beat of the obviously psychotic adventurism of the would-
be controllers into nation after nation is more evident by the
day. Why advance such an agenda into benign territories of
self governed people, and so massively and militaristically
with obvious destructive results? Who gave who dominion over
whom?  What  is  driving  this  manifest  destiny  bullshit,  or
whatever justification du jour that’s driving it?

We would be living in a peaceful world of continual progress
were  it  not  for  these  manipulative  “rulers”  who  pull  the
levers of their plethora of carefully placed puppet strings on
willing minions of our manipulated physical matrix. They’re a
very strange breed indeed, obviously masking the reality that
lies  beyond  their  veil.  Nature  itself  attests  to  their
immature  intrusions  on  all  that  is  sacred  and  lovingly
designed.

And we’re here to witness and endure this carnage – this is,



until we wake the hell up and shrug them off. And it doesn’t
take much to dispel darkness. Just turn on the light.

Need Examples?
Look  at  the  backlash  every  time  there’s  a  false  flag  or
engineered media stunt. Don’t think the “alternative” media is
all that “alternative” to anything, we’re playing front and
center  in  the  real  world.  The  would-be  controllers  are
listening as we amass weight, evidence and awareness. Many,
many  more  are  listening  than  they’ll  ever  let  on.  We’ve
deviated war plans and screwed up their agenda big time no
matter  how  carefully  these  bastards  have  planned  their
intended takeover and how many low level sycophants they’ve
recruited to execute their diabolical agenda.

It’s all based on empty lies.

Look at the uprisings against GMOs, EMF pollution, radiation,
ocean contamination, west-based and Zionist genocide, police
militarization, surveillance crackdowns, oligarchical control,
financial usury, drone warfare, depopulation techniques, the
advancement of transhumanism and on and on. We are not sitting
silently in a corner. We are being heard. They just don’t want
to give us the satisfaction of realizing that.

So take it at intuitive face value if you can’t yet see it in
the news – they are running scared. How can they stand to even
know such an arising is in their midst? You can just imagine
their fury – let’s glory in it. These weak-kneed kowtowers to
evil have nothing to stand on, just temporal machinations
borne of wicked yet empty intent. What we’re witnessing is
designed  to  instill  fear  and  hence  inaction  and  lack  of
confidence. Conditions they need for takeover.

Stand strong. One with Truth outweighs armies of lies.

They Are On the Run
This might sound presumptuous or pollyanna-ish to some but to



think so is lacking real spiritual vision. The Truth cannot be
defeated. Oh, they can suppress and kill and intimidate, but
they can never quash the Truth. It lives on no matter what
shallow thunderous storm rolls over the landscape. The flowers
will bloom, the trees will give life, the birds will fly and
sing.

As with humanity.

The beauty we witness day in and day out of loving deeds and
caring behavior is beyond description. Our gorgeous mother
earth gives and gives while absorbing abuse after abuse. These
affronts, she knows, are not the doing of conscious humanity,
but engineered by enemy inspired forces. She can handle it,
and will rectify all things in her time. In the meantime
loving people also inhabit her realm who care for each other,
a fact that is clearly downplayed, minimized and belittled by
the  would-be  controllers  as  they  exalt  wickedness  and
destruction.

Such is our battlefield. One we were born into. That we’re
witnessing the apex of such emboldened forces of darkness and
evil should not surprise us – we came here for this. It’s
grown darker exponentially in recent decades and will continue
to do so until it expires itself. We’re very close to that
time.

Ours is to fulfill our part. That’s all we need to concentrate
on. Our individual role. Our activation in the face of such an
onslaught – to connect, inspire, encourage and enliven.

Be encouraged. And activated.

The awakening is gathering like a supernatural storm swell to
quench  the  falsely  lit  fires  on  the  conscious  shore  of
humanity and bring life and relief.

Revel in it – and be part of it! The time is now!



Love, Zen

 

Zen Gardner is an impactful and controversial author
and speaker with a piercing philosophical viewpoint.
His writings have been circulated to millions and his

personal story has caused no small stir amongst the entrenched
alternative pundits. His book You Are the Awakening has met
rave  reviews  and  is  available  on  amazon.com.  You  Are  the
Awakening examines the dynamics of the awakening to a more
conscious awareness of who we are and why we are here –
dynamics which are much different from the programmed approach
of this world we were born into.
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